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Princess - Princess 32 Luxus £ 1

Description

This boat needs a total interior refit. Hence the low low price .... This Princess 32 Luxus is a spacious cockpit
cruiser originally designed and built by Marine Projects (Plymouth) Ltd. Over the years Princess has remained a
popular choice on our river system because of the spacious accommodation. The design of this model with an aft
cabin equipped with 2 single berths, vanity basin, and cupboard under is a rare model of this classic cruiser. The
cockpit has two forward facing seats for helm and crew and forward from the cockpit to the open plan cabin as
described in the internal description. Aft of the cockpit is the doorway to the aft cabin. Internal Description
Starting at the forward cabin you will find the Vee berths with ample locker space underneath for storage, which
can be accessed by lfting the cushions and access panel under the berths. Moving aft in the main cabin its
spacious feel as with all Princess 32's and is evident with the full height headroom through out the boat. On the
port side is the "U shape" dinette which will also convert to a single berth with ample locker space underneath.
On the opposite side of the dinette is a bench style seat which will also serve as a double / single berth, this also
has storage lockers underneath. With all round window the boat is both light and airy . Further aft also on the port
side is a traditional laid out galley lifting the hinged work top reveals a stainless steel 2 burner with grill set in a
fitted unit. To the right is the stainless steel sink with hot water supplied via a calorifier in the engine bay. Also
included is a 240V microwave oven. Opposite is the shower room which houses the electric toilet, wash hand
basin and shower tray. Engine description Starboard engine is a Sole Marine diesel HMI-44 4cylinder diesel
approx 42 HP fitted 2011 Port side engine is a Volvo MD21 4 cylinder diesel and is the original fitted when the
boat was new. Both engines have a shaft drive

Sales status: sold  Manufacturer: Princess

Model: Princess 32 Luxus  Year built: 1970

Length: 9.55 m  Beam: 3.05 m

Sale Type: Used  Sale: On behalf of customer

Propulsion: Shaft-drive  Engine manufacturer: Volvo and Sole

No. of engines: 2  HP: 80

Fuel: Diesel  Material hull: GRP



Material deck: GRP  No. of cabins: 2

No. of berths: 6  WC &amp; bathrooms: yes
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